Abstract. The symmetric tensor equation of Drew and Gegenberg was recently reinterpreted by Barut and Xu as the usual Fierz-Pauli field coupled to itself and to a scalar field. Here, this equation is generalised such that the scalar interaction has a non-unique coupling constant A ; this coupling constant affects both the field equations and the traceless version of the energy-momentum tensor with resulting effects on possible vacuum solutions.
Recently, Barut and Xu (1982) put forward an interesting interpretation of the alternative equation for a symmetric tensor field hab postulated by Drew and Gegenberg (1980) . This equation is hab = h a , T a b = diag(-1, -1, -1, l ) , The above equation has the feature that it is conformally covariant, in the sense of Mack and Salam (1969) Ohab -a(aaehb)e +aaabh = 0,
is not conformally covariant. By interpreting the difference between the new equation and the usual massless spin-2 equation (2) as a source term to be placed on the right-hand side of the Fierz-Pauli equation (2), Barut and Xu suggest that the equation of Drew and Gegenberg be interpreted as the symmetric tensor field coupled to itself and to a scalar field given by its trace. In this paper, it is pointed out that a generalisation of equation (1) leads to a non-unique coupling constant with the scalar field. This generalises the scalar interaction in Barut and Xu (1982) .
The field equation postulated in Drew and Gegenberg (1980) was determined by requiring that the equation for hab could be factored via the spin-representation matrices si& in the same way as it was shown to be possible for the electromagnetic field, namely 
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Now, Barut and Xu make use of the traceless version of (l),
Ohab -$+,a'hb), +faaabh +$qab(apaqhpq -O h ) = ( ) . L = f ( T T ' ( T P q ) "
( 5 )
(4)
This equation arises from a Lagrangian density L which can be put in the simple form with ( T '~)~ the canonical momentum density with respect to ahpq. Here, ( T " )~ can be given in terms of the combination with k = 3. If one were to take k = 1 instead, the usual equations (2) result. In the above formalism, the divergencelessness condition imposed on (4) by Barut and Xu amounts to
The trace part of (1) simply implies which is easily shown to be conformally covariant if h is the trace of a symmetric tensor field; equation (9) is also the correct conformally covariant equation for a massless scalar free field h. Therefore, if the difference between (4) and (2) is to be interpreted as the conformally covariant interaction term between hab and itself and the scalar part h, then one should also include an additional multiple of Oh, and write the full equation as
Oh,b -$a,,a'hb), +faaabh +fqabapdqhPq +hqabnh = 0.
Here, an additional coupling constant A has been introduced, generalising the interaction given in Barut and Xu (1982) ; the restricted equation ( To this end it would be useful to have an expression for a traceless energymomentum tensor which could be set to zero in order to limit possible vacuum solutions. It is convenient to write a Lagrangian L as L i(T. ik ) n hik*" $Tnqn, 
with the coupling constant A incorporated via with In (1 1) and below, whenever contraction of ( T j k ) n and h j k occurs, the product is written as rn$. Written our explicitly, one has L = -f h . Jk,n hfk*" -Jhskhn * k * n + $h nl ., k hik*" + $hki,jhnk3n -$h,,h*",
1 1 ( r j k ) n = Jhn(j,k) + $ h~k c , c q n j ) -~q n ( j h , k ) -h j k , n -$h;,cqjt -Aqjkh,n.
As the first step in finding a traceless energy-momentum tensor dk, one must consider the product T,$ (Callan et a1 1970) . For a free scalar field 4,
so that r n # =$an(4').
Similarly, for (13) one has
so that
Therefore, the most straightforward way to find a (non-symmetric) conserved traceless e j k is analogy with the scalar case, namely where t: is the canonical energy-momentum tensor Here, it is easy to show explicitly that tjk is conserved by virtue of the field equations r k , k = 0 by using the first of the relations piakqfhjk*" = P;,ih,<" = ( T j k ) c .
x,",k 0,
Now, x j k is identically conserved, and its trace is while the trace of tjk is t/ = -4 a j * . (28) Therefore, it can be seen that without the extra coupling constant A it is not possible in this case to find solutions of the field equations in conjunction with the conditions e c d = 0.
